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Abstract. This paper presents a hybrid artificial intelligent solution that helps to
automatically generate proposals, aimed at improving the internal states of organization units from a Knowledge Management (KM) point of view. This solution is based on the combination of the Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) and
connectionist paradigms. The required outcome consists of customized solutions for different areas of expertise related to the organization units, once a
lack of knowledge in any of those has been identified. On the other hand, the
system is fed with KM data collected at the organization and unit contexts. This
solution has been integrated in a KM system that additionally profiles the KM
status of the whole organization.

1 Introduction
Knowledge Management (KM) enables organizations to capture, share, and apply the
collective experience and know-how (knowledge) of their staff. Ever-growing volumes of data are increasingly viewed as important and essential sources of information that may eventually be turned into knowledge.
KM can be successfully applied in organizations by developing and implementing
knowledge infrastructures [1]. These knowledge infrastructures consist of three main
dimensions: people, organizational and technological systems.
In recent years, the deployment of information technology has become a crucial
tool for enterprises to achieve a competitive advantage and organizational innovation
[2]. In keeping with this idea, Artificial Intelligence (AI) can be applied in KM systems in order to speed up processes, classify unstructured data formats that KM is
unable to organize, visualize the intrinsic structure of data sets, and select employeerelated knowledge from large amounts of data, among other processes.
This paper proposes the application of the Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) [3] and
connectionist paradigms to profile the KM status of an enterprise and then automatically generate improvement proposals. The underlying idea is to produce specific and
customized suggestions without human intervention to improve the KM status of the
analyzed organization. The inputs of this hybrid advising solution are KM data gathered from the analyzed organization by surveys [4]. To process such data, a connectionist projection model (See Section 2) is used.
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The paper is structured in the following way. Section 2 introduces the unsupervised
neural projection model applied in this work, while section 3 describes the CBR paradigm. Section 4 presents the proposed hybrid solution applying the two previously
introduced AI paradigms. Section 5 describes the application of the proposed solution
to a KM system. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions and some proposals for
future work in the same field.

2 Connectionist Projection Model
The identification of patterns that exist across dimensional boundaries in high dimensional data sets is a challenging task. Such patterns may become visible if changes are
made to the spatial coordinates. Projection models perform such change by projecting
high-dimensional data onto a lower dimensional space in order to identify “interesting” directions in terms of any specific index or projection. Such indexes or projections are, for example, based on the identification of directions that account for the
largest variance of a data set –as is the case of Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
[5], [6], [7] or the identification of higher order statistics such as the skew or kurtosis
index -as is the case of Exploratory Projection Pursuit (EPP) [8]. Having identified
the most interesting projections, the data is then projected onto a lower dimensional
subspace plotted in two or three dimensions, which makes it possible to examine its
structure with the naked eye.
The combination of this technique together with the use of scatter plot matrixes
constitutes a very useful visualization tool to investigate the intrinsic structure of
multidimensional data sets, allowing experts to study the relations between different
components, factors or projections, depending on the applied technique.
The solution proposed in this paper applies an unsupervised neural model called
Cooperative Maximum Likelihood Hebbian Learning (CMLHL) [9], [10]. It is based
on Maximum Likelihood Hebbian Learning (MLHL) [9], [11]. Considering an Ndimensional input vector ( x ), and an M-dimensional output vector ( y ), with Wij being the weight (linking input

j to output i ), then CMLHL can be expressed as:

1. Feed-forward step:
N

yi = ∑Wij x j ,∀i .

(1)

j =1

2. Lateral activation passing:

yi (t + 1) = [ yi (t) + τ (b − Ay )] .
+

(2)

3. Feedback step:
M

e j = x j − ∑ Wij yi , ∀j .

(3)

ΔWij = η. yi .sign(e j ) | e j | p−1 .

(4)

i =1

4. Weight change:
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η is the learning rate, τ is the “strength” of the lateral connections, b the

bias parameter, p a parameter related to the energy function [9], [10], [11] and A a
symmetric matrix used to modify the response to the data [10]. The effect of this
matrix is based on the relation between the distances separating the output neurons.

3 CBR Paradigm
Case-Based Reasoning [12] origins are in knowledge based systems. CBR systems
solve new problems acquiring the needed knowledge from previous situations [13].
The main element of a CBR system is the case base, a structure that stores the information used to generate new solutions.

Fig. 1. Basic structure of a CBR system, including the four main stages of the CBR cycle

The learning capabilities of CBR systems are due to its own structure, composed of
four main stages [14]: retrieve, reuse, revision and retain. These stages are depicted
in Fig. 1. The first stage is called retrieve, and consists in finding the cases (from the
case base) that are most similar to the new problem. Once a set of cases is extracted
from the case base, they are reused by the system. In this second stage (retain), the
selected cases are adapted to fit in the new problem. After applying the new solution
to the problem, that solution is revised to check its performance. If it is an acceptable
solution, then it is retained by the system and could eventually serve as a solution to
future problems.
As a methodology [12], CBR has been used to solve a great variety of problems. It
is a cognitive structure that can be easily applied to solve problems such as those
related with soft computing, since the procedures used by CBR are quite easy to
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assimilate by soft computing approaches. CBR has also helped to create applications
related to quite different environments, such as health sciences [15], eLearning [16],
planning [17], Intrusion Detection Systems [18] and oceanographic matters [19].
Applying CBR to solve a problem usually requires other AI techniques. It is not only
a simple way of structuring the reutilization of information, but also a model that can
combine different techniques to improve their individual results. Different kinds of
neural networks such as ART-Kohonen [20] or Growing Cell Structures [21] have
been combined with CBR to automatically create the inner structure of the case base.
Some effort has also been devoted to the case-based maintenance issue [22].

4 A Hybrid Advising Solution
As it is previously stated, data processing and subsequent conclusion extraction are
challenging tasks in the KM field. This paper proposes a hybrid artificial intelligent
solution aimed at supporting KM managers by advice. This solution operates in two
different steps (See Fig. 2 below):
• KM Profiling: KM data can be available in some enterprises or organizations. To
know the KM status of an organization (company, department within a company,
etc) from such data, we propose a neural processing phase. The CMLHL model in
unison with a KM expert is able to profile the KM status of the different elements
(specific knowledge of departments, working groups, employees, etc.) within the
analyzed organization (See Section 4.1 for further details).
• Proposal Generation: once the KM status of those elements is known, coherent
proposals must be generated for the worst cases. That is, the elements whose situation is critical or alarming (from a KM standpoint) must take corrective action.
That action is proposed by a CBR system (See Section 4.2 for further details).
The proposed hybrid artificial system facilitates the organization under analysis to
access the knowledge it requires (at the right time) to develop its activities in a satisfactory way.
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Fig. 2. Schema of the hybrid solution
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4.1 KM Profiling
High-volume KM data can be gathered in an organization. This does not guarantee
that an in-depth profitable analysis could be subsequently performed. To do so, the
application of the CMLHL model is proposed in this paper.
In order to show the KM status of the different units (departments, working groups,
employees, etc.) within an organization, some data must be collected. KM experts
must choose and define the procedures and methodologies to do it according to the
context. Some different techniques can be applied: interviews, surveys, database mining, and so on.
Once these data are captured, CMLHL is applied to visualize the KM status of the
different units. CMLHL, as a topology preserving mapping due to the use of lateral
connections, clusters projected similar samples of the dataset. The projection is then
interpreted by the KM expert to generate a KM profile matrix. According to this matrix, every single department is characterized by 2 features:
• Temporal restrictions: urgency of improving the situation.
• Required knowledge: amount of knowledge needed to get to a proper situation.
These two features are included in the case definition of the Proposal Generation as
described below.
4.2 Proposal Generation
The case base stores information about the previously solved problems together with
the decision taken by the expert (supervised phase) or by the system (unsupervised
phase) to solve a new problem. This is the main idea underlying the CBR methodology: it is possible to reuse past information in order to solve new problems.
The proposed CBR system is trained until the case base grows up to a big and valid
enough state. Then it will generate customized solutions without the intervention of
the KM expert. Information about problems and related solutions is stored in the case
base that follows the structure described in Table 1. The first eleven parameters refer
to the problem to be solved, including data related to the analyzed organization. The
other two parameters defining a case (KM Profiling Features) are obtained in the first
step of this solution (KM Profiling). All these thirteen features were selected to define
cases as the proposal to be generated strongly depends on them. The values of these
parameters compose a vector that determines the location of the cases in the case
base. When a new case is introduced in the case base, a vector is assigned to that new
case. Values of vectors will be similar if the cases they represent are similar. Additionally, these vectors will determine the cases to be recovered from the case base in
order to reuse them for a solution. When a new problem comes to the system, those
cases that are most similar to the new problem are recovered from the case base. This
similarity is calculated by the vector identifying the new problem and those associated
to stored cases.
The final solution (proposal) to the problem must be in the set of solutions shown
in Table 2. There may be one or several solutions for a certain problem, depending on
the parameters of the organization under analysis. As the case base is enlarged by
introducing the decisions taken by the expert, the CBR system generates its own
automatic decisions. To know when the human expert is not needed, the solution
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(set of proposals) given by the expert is compared with the eventual solution given by
the CBR system from the data available until the moment. When the number of cases
in which there is any difference between them is under a certain threshold (never
greater than 10% of situations; i.e. the system chooses the right solution in 90% of the
cases at least), human supervision is not required. Then, the expert may only be consulted in special situations. If the system is not able to produce a proper solution and it
is necessary to check the human expert opinion, the expert will be offered a set of
available solutions (those collected in Table 2), if none of them fits the problem, then
the expert will introduce in the system a proper solution.
Table 1. Description of the parameters defining a case. The table shows the different parameters (organized in three different levels: Initial Parameters, KM Profiling Features, Solution)
and their possible values.
Level
Initial Parameters
Initial Parameters
Initial Parameters
Initial Parameters

Parameter
General Environment –
Stability
General Environment –
Complexity
General Environment –
Hostility
General Environment –
Diversity

Initial Parameters

Economic sector

Initial Parameters

Developing methods

Initial Parameters

Organizational structure

Initial Parameters

Number of employees

Initial Parameters
Initial Parameters

Employees average age
Type of work

Initial Parameters

Scope of application

KM Profiling
Features
KM Profiling
Features
Solution

Temporal restrictions
Level of required knowledge
Proposal

Possible Values
Stable (1), dynamic (0).
Simple (1), complex (0).
Favourable (1), hostile (0).
Integrated (1), diverse (0).
Emerging (4), growing (3), mature (2),
declining (1).
Internal (1), external (2), cooperation
(3), internalization (4).
Simple (1), functional (2), divisional
(3), matrix structure (4).
Number of employees of the analysed
organization.
Average age of all the employees.
Individual (1), collaborative (2).
Local (1), regional (2), national (3),
continental (4), international (5).
A lot of urgency (3), during this year
(2), later (1).
Wide (3), medium (2) or basic (1).
One or more of the solutions in Table 2.

Table 2 shows a predefined sample set of possible solutions that may be applied to
an organization after being analyzed by the system. The solutions range from easy
internal collaboration solutions (first one) to intensive abstract working (last one). The
system will be adapted to the specific characteristics of the analyzed organizations. To
do so, the expert decisions will increase this set by proposing new solutions (when the
existing ones are not appropriate enough). Already generated solutions can be used in
the future to different organizations in new proposals, even if they have never been
used in such a knowledge field.
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Table 2. Solutions that may be proposed by the system
Description

Solution
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Experimented employees should collaborate with the new ones.
Staff should be trained in their specialized knowledge in deep.
Staff should swap their responsibilities from time to time.
Experts in a certain area should be employed.
Collaborative work should be done.
Collaborate with other enterprises in the same field.
Take into account suggestions and opinions of clients and providers.
Temporally hire an expert in some specific area.
Encourage the proposition of new ideas and solutions.
Enrol in external knowledge communities.
Report detected successes, fails and mistakes.
Identify the external and internal knowledge networks.
Identify the knowledge experts.
Evaluate the learning time in a certain field.
Estimate the probability of losing an expert.
Estimate the needed time to transfer the knowledge from an expert.
Describe the potential uses of the available knowledge.
Define internal knowledge communities.

4.3 A Real-Life Case Study
The proposed hybrid solution was applied to a real-life case study: companies from
the wall painting sector in the Spanish autonomous region of Castilla y León [4]. The
data selected for the KM profiling were taken from a staff survey. A total of 68 records from 39 different companies were generated. The information contained in the
88-feature data set relates to 21 painting techniques (brush painting, spray varnishing,
plaster or stucco work, etc...). For each one of these techniques, the survey measured
the 4 following factors:
• Knowledge level held: taking values from 2 (lowest level of knowledge) to 8
(highest level of knowledge).
• Willingness to acquire new knowledge: binary value.
• Interest in updating the knowledge held: binary value.
• Interest in sharing the knowledge held: binary value.
As an example, the application of the proposed solution to two employees (E1 and
E2) is described in the following paragraphs.
4.3.1 A KM Profiling Example
As previously stated, 88 questions were answered by employees E1 and E2. Thus, it is
not possible to present all the acquired data, although some information may be supplied. The answers from the questions on spray varnishing (one of the 21 painting
techniques) were as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Sample data for the KM Profiling step. The table shows some questions included in
the survey and the answers from the two sample employees.

Value of the answer
Question

Employee E1

Employee E2

6
1
0
0

6
0
0
0

Knowledge level held
Willingness to acquire new knowledge
Interest in updating the knowledge held
Interest in sharing the knowledge held

The 88-feature data were projected by means of CMLHL. The obtained projection
is shown in Fig. 3.

2

1

3

4

5

6

9

7

E2
8

E1

Cluster 1:
later, basic level
Cluster 2:
later, medium level
Cluster 3:
later, wide level
Cluster 4:
during this year, basic level
Cluster 5:
during this year, medium level
Cluster 6:
during this year, wide level
Cluster 7:
a lot of urgency, basic level
Cluster 8:
a lot of urgency, medium level
Cluster 9:
a lot of urgency, wide level

Fig. 3. a) CMLHL factor pair 1-2 projection of the wall-painting case study. b) KM profiling
values assigned (temporal restrictions and required knowledge) by the KM expert to each
cluster.

Employees E1 and E2 were diagnosed as having a "Knowledge Deficit" that is
borne out by their belonging to one of the worst clusters. The following values were
given to the KM profiling features:
• Temporal restrictions: a lot of urgency (3).
• Required knowledge: wide level (3).
For the sake of brevity, the rest of this section is only describing the E1 case.
4.3.2 A Proposal Generation Example
Once the KM profiling features of E1 were known, values were given to the other case
parameters as shown in Table 4. These values allow the system to recover (from the
case base) those cases that have similar values in their parameters. There is at least
one proposal associated to any of the cases recovered. The system measures the
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Table 4. E1 case definition
Parameter
General Environment – Stability
General Environment – Complexity
General Environment – Hostility
General Environment – Diversity
Economic sector
Developing methods
Organizational structure
Number of employees
Employees average age
Type of work
Scope of application
Temporal restrictions
Required knowledge

Discrete Values of Parameters
Dynamic (0)
Simple (1)
Favourable (1)
Diverse (0)
Mature (2).
Internal (1).
Functional (2).
6
49
Collaborative (2)
Regional (2)
A lot of urgency (3)
Wide (3)

similarity between the values of the recovered cases and the analyzed values of E1 and
consider those most similar and their solutions. If there is a common proposal (or
even a mainly common proposal) for those cases, then that is the proposal offered by
the system as solution to E1.
Taking this information into account, the CBR system generates the following proposals for the E1 case:
• 2.- Staff should be trained in their specialized knowledge in deep.
• 11.- Report detected successes, fails and mistakes.
These solutions were also checked by the KM expert, being verified that they are
the best solutions for such situation.

5 Enhancing DIPKIP
DIPKIP [4] is a KM system that responds to the need for information management
and knowledge flows within a KM organization. It proved itself to be a robust tool for
the analysis and identification of critical situations that enable companies to take
decisions in the field of KM. It is named after its 4 steps: Data acquisition, Intelligent
Processing, Knowledge Identification and Proposal that can be briefly described in
the following way:
• First Step - Data Acquisition: it aims to capture information about the organization in which DIPKIP is to be applied. Information can be acquired through interviews, surveys, database mining, a combination of these, and so on.
• Second Step - Intelligent Processing: the data obtained in the first step is analyzed through CMLHL. This model provides a visualization of the internal structure of the data set. CMLHL was selected as it provided the clearest projections of
the case studies for subsequent expert analysis.
• Third Step - Knowledge Identification: a KM expert, based on the data projection
generated in the second step, catalogues the analyzed organization into one of three
classes, according to the situations that can arise in the field of strategic knowledge knowledge deficit, partial knowledge deficit and no knowledge deficit.
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• Fourth Step - Proposal: based on the previous step, DIPKIP sets out proposals
relating to the following KM processes: creation/acquisition, transference/ distribution and putting into practice/updating. Once the required KM processes have been
identified, the KM expert has to decide on the specific actions to implement these
processes. DIPKIP outputs must be customized by considering the situation of the
analyzed organization. The purpose of DIPKIP is to support decision making that
relates to knowledge acquisition, sharing and updating processes that are key to
KM processes in the company.
In the original version of DIPKIP, the KM expert was in charge of analyzing the
data projection generated in the third step: Knowledge Identification. This analysis
was intended to determine the DIPKIP proposals for the analyzed organization. In the
proposed enhanced version of DIPKIP presented in this paper, it is extended by
means of the CBR paradigm as previously described in section 4: a CBR system is
included in DIPKIP last step in order to automate the proposal generation. Thus, the
KM expert intervention is only required in the most difficult situations.
The initial version of the DIPKIP system required expert intervention to identify the
knowledge (third step) and to generate a proposal (fourth step). In this version, the
fourth step is split in two different phases to eliminate the need of a human expert. The
first phase relies on supervised training: the CBR system is trained by storing in the case
base the relation between the clustered data and the decision taken. To store information
in the case base, it is necessary to analyze the output of the third step.The case base
stores information related to the previously solved problems together with the decision
taken by the expert (or by the system on its own) to solve the proposed situation.
A schema about the first (supervised) phase of the extended fourth step is depicted
in Fig. 4.a. The decisions taken by the KM expert make the case base grow, until the
CBR system can work in an independent way. After that, the CBR system is then
autonomous and the KM expert is only consulted, in this fourth step, when the CBR

DIPKIP
3 FIRST
STEPS

DIPKIP
4th STEP
P
KM
Expert

R
O
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O
S
A
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Case
Base
a) Supervised phase of fourth step.

DIPKIP
3 FIRST
STEPS

DIPKIP
4th STEP
P
CBR
system

[Sporadically]
KM
Expert
b) Unsupervised phase of fourth step.

Fig. 4. Two phases of the proposed DIPKIP system extension
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system is not sure enough to propose a good solution (Fig. 4.b). If the expert is consulted by the system, when working in an autonomous way, new solutions may be
stored in the system.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
This study presents a novel KM hybrid artificial intelligent solution that automates the
proposal generation for overcoming KM deprived situations. To do so, the Case-based
Reasoning and connectionist paradigms have been applied. Additionally, this solution
has been applied to a four-step KM system called DIPKIP, in which the last step has
been split into two different phases. This upgrading has been performed by means of a
CBR system allowing an automatic proposal generation. The new model has been
applied successfully to a real-case study.
Future work will focus on the application of this hybrid solution to different case
studies.
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